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Charter Summary

WG PURPOSE/MISSION

The purpose of the Process Improvement Working Group (PIWG) is to:
- Identify SE Process improvement opportunities
- Facilitate improvement of the SE Process thru expansion of current SE processes, activities, steps, and practices
- Coordinate SE Process improvement mechanisms throughout INCOSE
- Provide improved SE processes, activities, steps, and practices to INCOSE members

WG GOAL(S)

Refine Charter and Goals
Create Technical Product
Assist other Working Groups with Process Improvement
Charter Summary

WG SCOPE
The scope of the PI Working Group spans all SE activities.

OUTCOMES (PRODUCTS/SERVICES)
SE Process improvements
IW OUTCOMES

Established goals for 2021

PLANNED ACTIVITIES AFTER IW

Monthly Working Group Meetings
Update to Working Group Charter

PLANNED WORK PRODUCTS AFTER IW

Develop First Technical Product for PI Working Group